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Political instability set to continue
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Social media is changing everything
Print and
word
media
down

Policy &
serious
news down

Truth
is
supreme

Few
mass
media
outlets

The editor
is supreme

Social and
video
media
up

People
news
up

Interesting
is
supreme

Millions
of
outlets

The
user
chooses
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Learn a new language: do you know your Finsta
from your Rinsta?

296k

Source: one-riot.com
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Divided Nation – Baby boomers and Millennials on
different paths
•

Baby boomers - profited from post-war growth, job security, pensions and house
price increases
– Don’t want to be defined by age, entertainment about self-improvement
– Own more than half Britain’s £11 trillion wealth

•

Millennials - combination of debt, joblessness, globalisation, demographics and rising
house prices is depressing incomes and prospects - unprecedented inequality
between generations
– In the US and Italy, disposable incomes for millennials are scarcely higher in real terms than
they were 30 years ago, while the rest of the population has experienced handsome gains

•

Challenge is how to respond to these two different audiences
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The explosion of choice
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Explosion of choice
•

TV channels

•

Social media

•

Supermarket products

•

Mobile phone contracts

•

Utility contracts

•

Place for a weekend break

•

Reality TV shows
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If you went to Starbucks and got a different drink
every weekday, how long before would you have
to have a drink for a second time?
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If you went to Starbucks and got a different drink
every weekday, how long before would you have
to have a drink for a second time?
So 87,000 divided by 5 days a week divided by 52 weeks a year is 334 years!
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How people give and
populations
are changing too
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Cashless society – here we come

• The future is cashless. In July, cards accounted for more than half of UK retail transactions,
taking the top spot from cash for the first time in history, and contactless is now the biggest
portion of card payments
• Payments UK, the trade association for the payments industry, predicts that cash, which accounted
for 45% of all payments in 2015, will drop to just 27% of payments by 2025
• Face-to-face fundraising using contactless card machines raised three times more money than cash
collections alone, the NSPCC has found in Jan 2017

• Contactless now well established in Singapore, Florence, New York, Edinburgh and beyond
• And coming soon are voice-based payments!!
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The ageing society – 10 years of change
UK population in 2011 and 2020, by age | Thousands

0-15

27-38

50-64

65-89

+830,000

+1,510,000

+1,230,000

+1,950,000

16-26

39-49

-740,000

-1,160,000

Source: ONS/nVision | Base: UK
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Favourite cause is very different
between countries
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In most countries animals in the top two or three
most popular causes to support
Cancer

42% ↑
29% ↓

34%

40% ↑
32%

35% ↑

Animals

51% ↑

46% ↑

40% ↑
29%

Children and young people

43% ↑
35% ↑

36% ↑

30%

31%

17% ↓

15% ↓
6% ↓

USA

Canada

Australia

New Zealand

UK

Base: 6,600 adults 16+, 9 countries | Source: nfpSynergy survey September 2018
When you think about your favourite charities, which category do they fall into?”

Ireland

Germany

Netherlands South Korea
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And animals above the environment and overseas
aid in every country but one
Animals

34%

29%
15%
7% ↓

USA

14% ↓
9%

Canada

32%
16%
11%

Australia

Environment and conservation

36% ↑

35% ↑

35% ↑
20%

30%

25% ↑

17%

10%

New Zealand

Overseas aid and development

9%

UK

Base: 6,600 adults 16+, 9 countries | Source: nfpSynergy survey September 2018
When you think about your favourite charities, which category do they fall into?”

14% ↑

Ireland

10%

Germany

31%
22% ↑

15% 16%
↓

12% ↑

4% ↓

Netherlands South Korea
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Pets pets pets – slide not in original presentation
Here are some examples of how people show their ‘love’ for their pets (right click and select open hyperlink):
•

That pet salon in Russia that does this

•

Apparently pet plastic surgery is a thing

•

If stroking a cat is not cool enough, one could get this special cat massage tool

•

Despite certain beauty standards in the world of pets where the fatter might be the better, some owners makes their pets exercise (not
sure if that could be applied to cats)

•

Facial recognition for dogs

•

And what about this competition where one could win a selfie stick for your dog? (sadly the competition is now closed)

•

Vegan dog/cat food is also now a thing (plenty of option available on Google, including homemade recipes)

•

Not to mention sex toys for dogs
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The public vary in what they
want from charities
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It is easier to convince people charities are important
than that charities are honest. Look at Ireland!
Charities are ethical and honest

74% ↑

75% ↑

55% ↑
48% ↑

74% ↑

53% ↑

Charities play a vital role in society

72% ↑

51% ↑

71% ↑

68%
50% ↓

47%

43%
30% ↓

USA

Canada

Australia

New Zealand

59% ↓

57% ↓

UK

“How much do you agree or disagree with each of the statements below about charities?”
Base: 6,600 adults 16+, 9 countries | Source: nfpSynergy survey September 2018

Ireland

Germany

35% ↓

36% ↓

Netherlands

South Korea
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Scandals have destroyed confidence in how Irish
charities are run
Charities are well run

48% ↑46% ↓

65% ↑

61%

56%
49% ↑
42%

There are too many charities

47% ↑

58%

58%

55%

49% ↓

47% ↑
40%
29% ↓

USA

Canada

Australia

New Zealand

UK

How much do you agree or disagree with each of the statements below about charities?”
Base: 6,600 adults 16+, 9 countries | Source: nfpSynergy survey September 2018

66% ↑

Ireland

Germany

34% ↓

34% ↓

Netherlands

South Korea
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The USA leads the way on feedback
Charities make a real difference

76% ↑

73% ↑

72% ↑

The charities I support keep me well informed about where my money goes

72% ↑

70% ↑

68% ↑

56% ↑
44%

46%

47%

47% ↓

47%
38% ↓

USA

Canada

Australia

New Zealand

UK

How much do you agree or disagree with each of the statements below about charities?”
Base: 5,900 adults 16+, 9 countries | Source: nfpSynergy survey September 2018

Ireland

51% ↓
41%

Germany

41%

43% ↓
40% ↓

Netherlands

South Korea
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So what drives trust in charities?
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Key takeaways for your charity
If you want to increase trust in your charity you need to emphasise and show again and again:
•

How ethical and honest your charity is

•

How important your work is in your society/country

•

How well run your charity is

•

Give your supporters great feedback
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Standards and laws from different countries
Farm Animals
•

RSPCA Assured (www.rspcaassured.org.uk)

•

Soil Association (www.soilassociation.org)

•

American Humane Certified programme (certifiedhumane.org)

Laws to protect animals
•

European (overview at www.globalanimallaw.org)

•

New Zealand (www.spca.nz/what-we-do/seek-justice/animal-welfare-act)

•

USA (www.nal.usda.gov/awic/animal-welfare-act )
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Trustworthy is top the attribute the public want to
see in their ideal charity
Trustworthy
78%

Determined
34%
Responsive

Practical

63%Caring

60%Supportive

37%

Ideal animal

39%

44% Friendly
40%

Inspiring

Ideal Charity 2018

40%

43%

Professional

Informative

“Please choose up to 7 words that you think best describe the ideal charity/ the animal charity.”
Source: Charity Brand Evaluator, Dec 18 - Jan 19, nfpSynergy | Base: 789 respondents
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What is branding?
• Talk brand
• Think image
• Think personality

• Think reputation
• Think perception
• Think doing ourselves justice
• Anything that influences these is part of your brand
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Two integral parts of the brand: visual and values

Visual
elements

Name
Logo
House style
Colours
Messages

Values
elements

Vision
Core values
Mission
Adjectives
Purpose
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The brand iceberg
What gets seen/heard
The
foundations of
what gets seen
or heard

Name
Logo
House style
Colours
Messages

Vision
Core values
Mission
Adjectives
Purpose
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Five roles that a good brand has
• Defines kind of projects/services do you believe in and do
• Leaves people inspired, passionate and excited by what you do
• Helps people understand what makes you different from other
(animal) charities
• Let people see the animals you help
• Reassures people that you are effective, honest, transparent and
more
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Strategies for raising money
Raise money
from animalappeal
fundraising

Raise money
from non-animal
appeal
fundraising

Raise
money from
trading or
enterprise

Raise money
from
services
delivered

eg postal appeals

eg lottery

eg shops

eg neutering

Deliver services:

Deliver services:

Deliver services:

Deliver services:

but what if need is
cats, and donors
like dogs?

but what
if public tire of
lotteries?

but trading
is low profit
margin?

but what
if funding
dries up?
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Five things to remember:

•

The world is a turbulent, chaotic, depressing place – let them know your
charity does great work and still makes a difference

•

People loves animals – put them at the centre of your work

•

Never be afraid to touch people’s emotions with your work, but also appeal
to their heads as well

•

Be honest and transparent with people about your work and its ups and
downs

•

Your charity has to get its money from somewhere – commitment alone
doesn’t pay the bills!
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If you would like a copy of the slides
please email me on joe.saxton@nfpsynergy.net
2-6 Tenter Ground
Spitalfields
London E1 7NH
www.nfpsynergy.net

+44 (0)20 7426 8888
insight@nfpsynergy.net
nfpsynergy
nfpsynergy
nfpsynergy
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